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Industrial Control Systems (ICS) are critical assets to our nation as they interact with physical aspects of our daily life. These systems often run 24/7 to control and monitor critical industrial and infrastructure processes. The demand to integrate them with the Internet has opened them up to cyber-attacks (Scheffer, Wibberley, & Beets, 2002; Velankar & Mehta, 2002). Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is commonly used in the ICS to remotely gather data in real-time and allows automation and communication with networked equipment, such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s). These types of systems are often seen in frameworks that require industrial automation including power plants, oil and gas refining, telecommunications, transportation, water treatment and waste control (Rouse, 2005). While SCADA systems are widely used throughout industrial automation, such systems are known to have notable security vulnerabilities and may be subject to an increasing number of cyber threats (Ahmed, Obermeier, Naedele, & Richard, 2012; Goldman, 2013; Sanger & Schmitt, 2012; Cárdenas, Amin, Huang, Huang, & Sastry, 2011; Luiifi, 2012).

SCADA systems are used to control dispersed assets where centralized data acquisition is as important as control (Morris, et al., 2011; Nguyen, Tran, & Besanger, 2016). A SCADA system generally consists of the following components: one or more distributed field sites consisting of remote terminal units and programmable logic controllers that control actuators and monitor sensors, supervisory computers/ servers, a human-machine interface, alarm system, data historian, and a network infrastructure. The network infrastructure of a SCADA system is not exclusive to a single topology and can be distributed across a number of networks. To enable cross-communication between network topologies, hardware solutions such as protocol converters can be implemented. Additionally, software such as open platform communications (OPC) aim to provide interoperability by enabling communication of real-time data between devices from different manufacturers (Stouffer, Falco & Kent, 2007). SCADA communication protocols often prioritize fast transmission times and low latency. Anecdotally, this may contribute to the widespread use of legacy protocols and proprietary communications that is seen throughout the SCADA industry. SCADA systems may also have connectivity to entities outside of the SCADA network, such as a corporate network. When interconnectivity between networks is in place, a common practice is to isolate the SCADA network by implementing a firewall. Lastly, the current fourth generation SCADA architecture is defined by its increasing support for IoT technologies as a means of improving interoperability.
According to Valli (2009), there is a lack of protection for protocols used in SCADA/ICS systems that are used all over the world for highly important operations that if forcibly or maliciously stopped could result in major economic destruction or humandeath.

As these systems get larger, there is a need to expand the current private local networks that they run on. As the systems expand to different locations the network has to break up, which means there are multiple networks being connected. The solution to this issue is to network them via the Internet. Connecting the networks via internet allows for Human Machine Interface (HMI) and other device access in remote areas. However, once connected to the Internet, the system may become vulnerable to hacker attacks in the ICS hardware and software components.

There are a variety of resources and subsystems for SCADA and its security systems such as the supervisory system, PLCs, HMI, remote terminal units (RTU), communication infrastructure and instrumentation. Specifically, the vulnerabilities to cyber-attacks of automation systems when connected to the Internet have been studied. Johnson, Harkness, & Evangelopoulou made a SCADA lab that mimics real-world systems as closely as possible to test them for cybersecurity vulnerabilities (Johnson, Harkness, & Evangelopoulou, 2016). They found that very little research had been done on cybersecurity related to SCADA protocols and forensics in an industrial setting. A sample manufacturing company called “KAT Engineering and Chemicals” was created in the HMI software with random values for many of the processes. In certain situations, the lab would cause a theoretical environmental disaster. Blue and red teams would play against each other in the SCADA lab; one trying to hack into the network and disrupt processes while the other team tried to prevent it and/or figure out where the vulnerabilities were originated from. The lab was designed to allow its users to learn and comprehend the vulnerabilities in SCADA systems and remained simple upon scaling up or down depending on the cases.

A forensic toolkit was proposed based on an earlier forensic methodology for SCADA systems proposed by Stirland et al (Stirland, Jones, Janicke, & Wu, 2014). The toolkit would require hardware write blockers, a firewire PCI Card, an HD camera, as well as software bespoke PLC flashing software, FTK imager, Encase, Helix, TCPDump, a Data hashing tool, and a text editor. The toolkit would be used to conduct each phase of the forensic methodology. Forensic methodology phases included: identification and preparation; identifying data sources; preservation, prioritizing, and collection; examination and analysis; and reporting and presentation. Another research study was conducted to study indoor SCADA systems with solar Photovoltaics (PV) panels used as the input field devices (Akelian, 2015).

Attacks on SCADA systems are becoming increasingly popular in conjunction with connecting the systems to wider networks. A forensic analysis is necessary to determine how to protect these systems against attacks, without interfering with the always-on nature of most SCADA systems. The amount of data a SCADA system uses is approximately 400 GB per day. If a monitoring and logging system is to be placed, it should be able to handle that amount of data without interrupting the normal flow of the SCADA system. Most SCADA systems run on old platforms that require legacy support, leading to the challenge of finding forensic software that is up to date but also runs on these really old systems. A lot of data is also volatile and changes frequently, so the forensics must have the ability read the data as fast as possible before it changes to get accurate results. Based on the report share by The White House, there is no generic model for SCADA forensics and one needs to be made that is able to run without interfering with the system (The White House, 2013). The need to provide students with skills and expertise to defend these critical assets is high, and state and government agencies support research and teaching initiatives in these fields (The White House, 2013; Department of Homeland Security, 2003; Control engineering salary and career survey, 2013).

**NEED**

The ICS critical infrastructure has gained much attention due to the effectiveness of attacks to cause physical harm to the ICS infrastructure. Due to major concerns, the study and research of ICS is very important in academia, especially in the fields of engineering and computer information. Therefore, educating students on how to mitigate potential cyber-attacks requires more advanced core curriculum and laboratory infrastructure. Educating the future workforce, who will be utilizing such systems as part of daily operations, requires interdisciplinary curricula and collaborations between the fields of comput-
er information science and engineering to teach both hardware and software vulnerabilities (Foreman, Turner, & Perusich, 2015; Foreman, et al., 2012; Cherdantseva, et al., 2016; Slay & Sintnikova, 2008). Due to cyber-security and digital forensics education being part of the computer information science curricula and ICS as part of engineering curricula, it becomes difficult to determine how to educate students in both fields of the study. There are two educational learning parts in ICS: hardware and software. The hardware is the physical infrastructure of ICS, including PLCs, input/output devices, network switches and routers etc. where software infrastructure encompasses network programming, server and database management, analysis of network for potential cyber-attacks, and script programming, etc. In order to further study ICS, the aforementioned challenges are addressed by developing a cyber-security mobile laboratory unit that serves both the computer information science and engineering fields.

It is typical to teach automation and control systems (including PLCs) in computing information science and engineering curricula. However, the security part of the automation and control system is missing from the curriculum, unless there is a cyber-security/digital forensics curriculum available. It is necessary to provide training and education for both control system engineering students and computer information science students who will become professionals in protecting such systems against cyber-attacks in the future. Although there are major initiatives from the state and federal agencies, there exists very limited educational resources related to the ICS and cyber-security based on the literature review of educational studies by Foo, Branagan, & Morris, 2013; Whitman & Mattord, 2004; Streff & Zhou, 2006; Francia, 2011; Ellis, 2008. It is critical to provide knowledge, skills, and security awareness in engineering and computing information science curricula to protect critical infrastructure against cyber-attacks (Foo, Branagan, & Morris, 2013; Whitman & Mattord, 2004; Streff & Zhou, 2006; Francia, 2011; Ellis, 2008).

PURPOSE
The purpose of this research study is to allow access from both disciplines (Computer Science & Cyber Security and Electronics & Computer Engineering Technology) and open an opportunity to study ICS and cyber-security vulnerabilities with simulated attacks to system components. The curriculum aims to bridge this gap by providing theoretical and practical exercises that will raise the awareness and preparedness of students. The SCADA/ICS system is designed to be accessible to students of either discipline, which allows this important subject to be included in either curriculum quickly and without the need for developing a new course. The modules explore the unique network protocols and security measures implemented in ICS from the perspective of maintaining reliable process control, including known vulnerabilities and attacks. The modules also explore methodologies for intrusion detection, forensics, and attack mitigation as uniquely applied to ICS. Finally, a lab-scale ICS platform is developed to serve as a cyber-security trainer for students from both disciplines, including sample lab experiments that encourage interdisciplinary cooperation towards achieving the common goal of a critical infrastructure cyber-security. In order to assess the impact of these modules on students, a survey was developed to measure the understanding of the unique aspects of ICS cyber-security both before and after module presentation and laboratory participation.

To further evaluate the security of such systems, several students from a research team began to develop a laboratory that would allow students and researchers to conduct assessments for vulnerabilities in the cyber-security of industrial control. In addition to security assessments, the lab may serve as a learning platform for various Engineering Technology related course work. The SCADA lab’s intended functionality is to provide a realistic imitation of an industrial control SCADA system. The lab can be used to investigate multiple research areas for security purposes such as penetration assessment and testing, SCADA protocols analysis, vulnerability assessment and testing, and SCADA forensics research (O’Leary, 2006). This laboratory is intended to be used for both Digital and Cyber Forensic Engineering Technology and other Engineering Technology programs (e.g., Electronics Technology, and Electronics and Computer Engineering Technology). The laboratory may serve for undergraduate computer science and engineering technology courses as well as research projects in the areas of instrumentation and interfacing, automation and control systems, robotics technology, microcontroller applications, control technology, PLCs, process control, digital forensics, and cyber-security.
Laboratory Design and Development

Using the information above, a lab's SCADA architecture was carefully designed. For the intended use case of the lab, it was important to incorporate a wide range of hardware and software into the SCADA system so that the testing environment could be as diverse as possible. PLCs from different manufacturers including Allen Bradley, Automation Direct, Schneider, and Eaton were implemented into the system with various transducers and outputs. Following is a list of the PLCs and their associated inputs and outputs included in the lab is listed in Table 1.

Table 1: PLC Units and Associated Input & Output Components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part#</th>
<th>PLC</th>
<th>Interfaced Devices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Eaton XC-CPU202</td>
<td>• Buzzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• LED Lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Direct Logic 06 Koyo</td>
<td>• Tower Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Buzzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rotary Encoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Automation Direct Productivity 3000</td>
<td>• Humidity Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Picking Sensor and LED Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Allen Bradley MicroLogix 1100</td>
<td>• Photoelectric Proximity Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• LED Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Schneider M221</td>
<td>• Air Velocity Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• LED Light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional hardware was also installed. A protocol converter was included to ensure compatibility between devices and to provide the ability to enable additional SCADA protocols throughout the system. Three of the three HMIs installed include dedicated hardware from Allen Bradley and Weintek. A microcontroller with 802.11 wireless capabilities and a wireless IP camera were also installed. Following is a list of the remaining hardware included in the lab Table 2.

Table 2: A List of SCADA/ICS Hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>SCADA/ICS Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Red Lion DSPLE Protocol Converter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Weintek EMT3120A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Allen Bradley Panel View 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IP Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ESP8266 Wireless Microcontroller with smoke sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Firewall and a 24-port network switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wireless Access Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5xDesktop Computers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The training materials used for the project were chosen for their cost-effective price, availability, and portability. After thorough research, Schneider Electric was chosen as the optimal company to supply the equipment, parts, and software. An OPC server was used as a middle component between the protocols of the PLC components and the SCADA client system. The only “free” OPC server found was Matrikon and Kepware, which had evaluation versions with two-hour limits. A training environment was developed to expose students to the various sensors and industry-standard protocols (e.g.) MODBUS. The learning objectives were to become proficient where students expected to be able to do the functions of a SCADA system (i.e., control & acquire data) in the roles of a SCADA system; how to wire up a PLC to the system and various sensors; program the PLCs; identify, configure, and test communications; and troubleshoot and create HMIs for operating the equipment. After the course, most students felt well versed in what a SCADA system is and how it works.

The core infrastructure of the SCADA lab is shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, the network switch consists of three subnets: SCADA, HMI, Corporate/External. Additionally, a fourth subnet exists directly through the firewall, which will be discussed later. The design layout is intended to imitate multiple SCADA architectures, where data acquisition and control is performed either locally or remotely. The InduSoft and Weintek HMIs can interface with PLCs using three different methods: directly through the PLC’s native communication protocol, through the Red Lion Protocol Converter, or through the OPC server. Implementations of the three possible communication methods are included in the InduSoft and Weintek HMI. The SQL database server (historian) is hosted on the corporate/external zone and communicates directly with InduSoft. A regulatory script is implemented to read data from the historian every hour and save the data in the form of .csv files. If desired, the .csv files can then be loaded into a spreadsheet for further interpretation.

**InduSoft™ HMI Screen**

The InduSoft HMI screen was developed as a combination of programming with tags and VBScript as shown in Figure 2 (2a, 2b, 2c). The screen was designed to interface with all PLCs in the lab using one or more of the communication methods provided by the lab’s architecture. Status indicators, continuous and point level measurement readings, and manual control inputs are displayed throughout the screen. Utilizing the features provided by InduSoft, the state of the screen is synchronized with an HTML file in
a directory that is hosted on a local HTTP server. This enables remote access and control of the InduSoft HMI through any web browser on the network.

**Figure 2a: InduSoft HMI Screen**

**Figure 2b: Popup for Adjusting Simulated Air Intake Valve**
An automatic process control simulation was also incorporated into the screen. The automatic process control simulation is designed to cycle through the available outputs across all PLCs at consistent and evenly distributed timings. The significance of providing even and repetitive timings is discussed in more detail in the security section of the paper. At the end of the automatic process, all input data is sent to the historian and the cycle repeats. The automatic simulation operates asynchronously, allowing manual inputs to function while the process is running. Each cycle of the automatic process is intended to generate network traffic for all available SCADA protocols. Figure 3 shows the photo of the research laboratory environments. The initial setups took place in the room where all the components were installed permanently.

Transcending to Mobile Lab Concept

There was a necessity to move the hardware between the labs and classrooms for experimental project purposes. The project team came up with a new design and moved all the hardware to a portable unit. The mobile unit has all the hardware installed and tested and has the potential to move between laboratories and buildings. This new idea also allows the project team to install more components to the back of the unit. A very important benefit of the portability of the new set up is the interchangeability it allows between the CS department’s digital forensics program and the ECET program. Figure 4 (4a and 4b) shows a new mobile unit.
Preliminary Tests and Studies

Early cases of student involvement regarding SCADA security have yielded several notable observations. Among the first assessments conducted by student participants include network stress tests in the form of protocol analysis via packet captures and the denial of service attacks. For both test cases, the automatic process control simulation of the InduSoft runtime was used. Denial of service attacks were performed against the InduSoft runtime, protocol converter, OPC server, and all PLC's. Each device was tested against UDP flood and SYN flood (TCP) attacks. Additionally, packet captures were made for each test in the form of .pcap files so that the results could be further evaluated. The results indicated that all PLC's in the lab as well as the Red Lion protocol converter were vulnerable to UDP floods. During the experiment, any targeted hardware device could be taken offline in a fraction of a second through a UDP flood attack, even if the targeted device did not utilize UDP for any sort of communication. When performing such attacks, the InduSoft HMI was capable of indicating that each targeted device was taken offline for all components excluding the DirectLogic Koyo PLC. Interestingly enough, when the Koyo PLC was taken offline via UDP flood, the InduSoft HMI would continue to report the enabling and disabling of outputs on the PLC and the falsely reported events would be documented in the SQL database.

The lab proved to be more resilient against SYN flood attacks. All PLC's appeared to ignore the SYN requests from the performed SYN floods. Numerous TCP ports were targeted during these trials. This assessment suggested that the component of the InduSoft runtime that operates as the master terminal...
unit of the SCADA system is most vulnerable to SYN flood attacks. During this attack, no systems were brought offline, but significant latencies were introduced. When the InduSoft network port associated with supervisory control was targeted by a SYN flood attack, the timings of the automatic process control simulation were no longer consistent. All functions of the process were delayed or expedited by a range of ~1-2 seconds. This inconsistency is apparent in the timestamps of the events recorded in the data historian. Such inconsistencies introduced by the attack are also likely to be apparent in the packet capture for the trial.

Protocol analysis assessments were conducted using Wireshark. In the lab's current configuration, the following communication protocols are utilized: Modbus/TCP, Common Industrial Protocol (CIP), CODESYS ARTI, OPC, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), ECOM/UDP. Efforts were made by students to identify and analyze the packets of each protocol mentioned above. During the assessment, live sensor data was easily identifiable within the data frames of the unencrypted protocols. Additionally, comparisons were made using the three variants of OPC implemented in the lab: unencrypted, signed, signed and encrypted. To further the study, a more in-depth protocol analysis was performed on the observed Modbus network traffic. Using Wireshark to monitor the active Modbus traffic from the Schneider M221, Productivity 3000, and protocol converter, it was observed that the protocol identifier was always 0x0000. Since Modbus is predominately an openly published and royalty-free protocol (Modbus application protocol, n.d.), public functions codes were successfully identified from all Modbus traffic originating from the protocol converter. However, it was discovered that the Productivity 3000 exclusively used user-defined functions to perform commands that are supported by public function codes, such as reading input registers. Furthermore, an unexpected undocumented and reserved function code was also observed on the Schneider M221 PLC.

Implementation of an HTML Web Viewer
A common feature for SCADA systems includes the ability to remotely view and control an HMI screen. An important component added to the SCADA lab includes the ability to perform vulnerability assessments and testing on HTML based remote HMI screens. For this feature to be possible, a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server is required to host parts of the SCADA system's core file directory which may contain sensitive information that is valuable to an attacker. Additionally, if an attacker manages to circumvent the authorization for remote HMI access, then the attacker would have full remote control of the HMI screen. To enable vulnerability assessments and evaluations on remote HMI web viewers, the lab environment was set up to allow all subnets in the network to access the HMI web viewer and its authentication is limited to weak username and password credentials.

Implementation of HMI Screens
The main SCADA system software in the lab is conducted through InduSoft web studio. While SCADA protocols are standardized across most major industrial control and automation software suits, it is important to implement alternative SCADA software solutions into the lab so that assessments and comparisons can be made between platforms. For a secondary HMI, an Allen Bradley PanelView Plus 600 was introduced to the lab. The PanelView is a particularly appealing component for vulnerability assessment and security analysis because it relies on dedicated hardware running on the Windows Embedded Compact 6.0 operating system. It may be possible that the unconventional operating system could expose a SCADA system to undocumented vulnerabilities and exploits. The PanelView HMI is configured with the FactoryTalk View Studio software and has SCADA features configured for data acquisition and control of an Allen Bradley Micrologix 1000 PLC through an RS-232 serial connection. The communications configuration for this HMI application is unique because it allows for assessments of a SCADA system where the PLC is wired through a serial connection opposed to Ethernet.

Network Configuration
Since the lab was intended to simulate the mediocre security practices that are commonly found throughout the industry, the SCADA lab has a rather minimalistic network configuration. Most security features within the firewall are disabled and passwords are short and simple. The network is split into three subnets labeled SCADA, HMI, and EXTERNAL. Isolating the network into three different subnets allows the lab to simulate three separate remote networks that collectively provide data and functionalities to the human machine interface of the lab. The computers on the external subnet are installed with
objectively insecure SQL servers that communicate with the indusoft SCADA. The information in this network traffic is intended to provide revealing information if someone were to eavesdrop.

**Indusoft HMI SCADA Software**
The HMI/SCADA software is packaged into the software labeled indusoft web studio. The HMI is configured to simulate a chemical batching process that is intended to utilize the following protocols - MOD-BUS, TCP/IP, OPC-DA, OPC-UA, ARTI CODESYS, DNP3, KOYO, and IEC 60870-5-104. These are the protocols that are most commonly used in real SCADA systems. Since the Eaton and DirectLogic06 PLCs are only capable of utilizing a few of these protocols, the rest are implemented through simulators. The network traffic generated from these protocols are intended to be useful for security and forensic analysis.

**Vulnerability Analysis and System Audit**
After the hardware and software implementations and configurations, the system and its modules are tested against cyber-attacks. The goal of the performed simulated attacks is to teach students how to identify the weaknesses of SCADA system and its components and analyze the system's responses by collecting the evidential data. In order to perform simulated attacks, a couple of forensic tools are installed in the attacker system. One of the four computer stations had Linux Kali operating system installed for the purpose of simulated attacks. The Kali/Linux operating system is used to run a series of penetration testing tools such as Nmap (Nmap - penetration testing tools, 2018), Zmap, Miranda (Miranda - penetration testing tools, 2018), jSQL Injection (jSQL tool - penetration testing tools, 2018). Additionally, Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) (Abatishchev, 2018) tool is installed on one of the Windows desktops and used to perform IP (Internet Protocol) flooding attacks. Low Orbit Ion Cannon is a tool that performs denial of service attack (DoS) in the form of UDP (User Datagram Protocol) flood attack. Moreover, Wireshark (Gerald C. et al., 2008) network packet analysis is also installed and utilized to detect and filter the network traffic in SCADA and the database protocols. For the simulated attacks scenarios the four-step approach proposed by Chris et al. (Johnson, Harkness, & Evangelopoulou, 2016; Taveras, 2013) is adapted to current experiments.

- Stage one- Identify vulnerabilities
- Stage two- Identify attack methods
- Stage three- Implement immediate risk reduction
- Stage four- Implement long-term solutions

Forensics analysis of SCADA system constitutes a different process than conventional forensic procedures. In SCADA forensics the analysis of data, presentation of data, and acquisition of data is performed (Rafique & Khan, 2013). There are mainly two types of data acquisition methods namely static and live acquisition. The former is the traditional approach in which the system needs to be shut down before the acquisition. In the latter data is gathered and analyzed while the system is running. Volatile and non-volatile data can be acquired during the live acquisition. The forensic investigator simply cannot turn off the SCADA system for data acquisition (Naedele, 2007) because of the availability of volatile data. If the system is turned off it is possible that the volatile data will be destroyed. Hence, live forensic (Adelstein, 2006) is a viable solution particularly for forensic analysis of SCADA system.

**Penetration Testing**
In this section, the performed attacks and their consequences are presented. A series of attacks are utilized in order to test strengths and weaknesses of the SCADA laboratory during the course of experiments. Table 3 and 4 show these attacks on the corresponding hardware and the result of the attacks.

During the simulation experiments, the only test case that was maliciously affecting the SCADA system's operation was a type of Denial of Service Attack called IP flooding using UDP. In order to perform the IP flooding attack, Low Orbit Ion Cannon tool is used against the SCADA system's sensors. Particularly, the attacks are successfully performed on Humidity Sensor, Wind Sensor, Rotary Encoder, Proximity Sensor, KOYO Led Lights, and the Buzzer. All the sensor values along with associated timestamps are given in Table 5 for both regular working and attacked conditions.
### Table 3: Hardware Environments used During the Attack Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLC Model</th>
<th>Attacked Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eaton XC-CPU202</td>
<td>Buzzer, LED Lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DirectLogic 06</td>
<td>Tower Light, Buzzer, Rotary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koyo</td>
<td>Encoder Humidity Sensor, Picking Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automation Direct</td>
<td>LED Light Photoelectric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity 3000</td>
<td>Proximity Sensor, LED Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Brody</td>
<td>Air Velocity Sensor, LED Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MicroLogix 1100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider M221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Unsuccessful Attack Cases and their Corresponding Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case #</th>
<th>Test Cases</th>
<th>Software Tool Used</th>
<th>Test Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test for MODBUS protocol traffic</td>
<td>Wireshark</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Test for OPC DA protocol traffic</td>
<td>Simulator logs</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test for OPC UA protocol traffic</td>
<td>Wireshark</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Test for KOYO protocol traffic (KOYO is transmitted as UDP packets)</td>
<td>Wireshark</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Test for EATON’s Code SYS ARTI protocol traffic</td>
<td>Simulator logs</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Test for DNP 3.0 protocol traffic</td>
<td>Wireshark</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Verify network for 1E104 (IEC 60870-5-104) protocol traffic</td>
<td>Simulator logs</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Verify if Direct 06 PLC is configured to respond via HMI (Indusoft) interface</td>
<td>HMI alarms and logs</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Verify if Eaton PLC is configured to respond via HMI (Indusoft) interface</td>
<td>HMI alarms and logs</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Test for password strength using password cracker tools</td>
<td>John the Ripper</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Perform a penetration test using any known exploit against the lab network</td>
<td>Metasploit</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Test for Windows security patches to expose backdoors</td>
<td>Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Test for open and vulnerable ports against lab network</td>
<td>Nmap</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Test for SQL Injection against lab network</td>
<td>jSQL Map</td>
<td>Pass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5: Attack Results Analysis on Database

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timestamp</th>
<th>KOYO.Humidity</th>
<th>MODBUS.Wind</th>
<th>KOYO.encoder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>11:53:58</td>
<td>23.023</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacked</td>
<td>11:55:47</td>
<td>6.513</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>11:55:22</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacked</td>
<td>11:55:34</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>11:56:23</td>
<td>6.257</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attacked</td>
<td>11:56:47</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Forensic Analysis and Incident Response

Experiments showed that, the SCADA lab is not vulnerable against a significant number of performed attacks. After the attacks, the SCADA system was forensically analyzed. In order to carry out a forensically sound investigation, a 7-step forensic investigation model stated by Tina et al. in (Wu, Disso, Jones & Campos, 2013) is used.

- Phase 1- Identification and Preparation
- Phase 2- Identifying data sources
- Phase 3- Preservation, Prioritizing, and Collection
- Phase 4- Examination
- Phase 5- Analysis
- Phase 6- Reporting and Presentation
- Phase 7 Reviewing Results

The summary of the effects to SCADA system input/ output devices are listed below:

**KOYO LED lights:** LED lights (Green, Yellow, Red) are connected to the InduSoft and can be controlled manually via the HMI screen. According to the proper operations of the KOYO LED Lights, when the "ON" button is pressed for any color, its appropriate light turns on. Before the attack is performed on KOYO Led lights, the lights' IP addresses are recorded on the LOIC tool as '19.168.240.2'. While the attack is performed on the system, the LOIC tool prevented any associated lights being turned on. This was also observed on the HMI screen.

**Humidity Sensor:** This humidity sensor is connected to the Automation Direct Productivity 3000 PLC unit, and it communicates directly with InduSoft. Any instant changes in humidity can be observed on the HMI screen. Before performing the IP flooding attack on the Humidity Sensor, the sensor and its data transfer to the database is tested. Every 12 seconds cycle, the InduSoft was able to write the data to the database. The UDP flooding attack started with LOIC tool on the sensor’s IP address ’19.168.250.10.’ As shown in Table 3, at 11:53:58 the system is started and the humidity level is increased. After the increase can be seen through the HMI screen, the current data at that time is collected. The humidity level was 23.023 on the database, and while increasing the humidity, to perform the attack to analyze the sensor’s operation is started. The attack stopped the sensor’s operation at 11:55:47 and the humidity level decreased immediately. The changes on the data can be analyzed both the HMI screen and the database.

**Wind Sensor:** Similarly, this sensor relates to the PLC and communicates directly with InduSoft. The wind changes can be observed and analyzed via the HMI screen. Users can increase the wind level by blowing out to the sensor. Before performing the flood attack on the wind sensor, the sensor and its data transfer to the database is tested. The UDP attack started using LOIC tool on the sensor’s IP address ‘19.168.250.3’. As shown in Table 3, at 11:55:22 we have started the system and rotated the rotary encoder to change the degrees. During the observation of the changes in degree through the HMI screen, the related data from the database is also collected. The rotation degree was 204 before we launched the attack. After the attack, the sensor’s operation has stopped at 11:56:34 and the wind level decreased to 0.01 immediately.

**Rotary Encoder:** This encoding sensor is connected to Direct Logic 06 KOYO PLC and communicates directly with InduSoft. The Rotary changes can be observed on the HMI screen. Users can change the degrees by rotating the sensor and the rotation. The rotation can be maximized at 360-degree and minimized at 1-degree. Before performing the flooding attack on the rotary encoder sensor, the sensor and its data transferred to the database is tested. The successful data transfer was observed in the database. The UDP attack started with LOIC tool on the sensor’s IP address ‘19.168.250.2’. As shown in Table 3, at 11:56:23 we have started the system and rotated the rotary encoder to change the degrees. During the observation of the changes in degree through the HMI screen, the related data from the database is also collected. The rotation degree was 204 before we launched the attack. After the attack, the sensor’s operation has stopped at 11:56:47 and the rotation changes in the degree stopped at 178. Even though the rotation made manually while the attack was performed, the rotary degree changes stopped at both the HMI screen and the database.
**Buzzer:** This sensor is connected to EATON XC-CPU202 PLC and communicates directly with InduSoft. The changes on the Buzzer can be observed on the HMI screen. Users can activate Buzzer manually by pressing the Buzzer button on the HMI screen. The UDP attack started with LOIC tool on the Buzzer’s IP address ‘19.168.250.3.’ After launching the attack, the buzzer’s operation stopped. It took a few minutes to reactivate Buzzer’s operation after the UDP attack.

**Student Involvement and Education Activities**

Project-Based Learning (PBL) and Problem Based Learning curricula are becoming the norm for many engineering and science fields, business, and medicine to help prepare students for the real-world (Dym, Agogino, Frey, & Leifer, 2005), (Macias-Guarasa, Montero, San-Segundo, & Nieto-Taladriz, 2006). PBL pedagogy centers learning on the activity of the student. An approach to preparing students to become industrial designers is to include design projects throughout the curriculum, hence PBL curriculum. The accreditation agency, ABET, among other entities, influenced engineering programs into including a major capstone around 1995 to 1997 (Dutson, Todd, Magleby, & Sorensen, 1997). For computer engineering curriculum, the lab only courses (Areibi, 2001), (Newman, Hamblen, Member, Hall, & Member, 2002) slowly evolved to include both labs and final projects. The senior capstone has been studied to help understand how to prepare students for this culminating experience (Lesko, 2009), (Goldberg, 2009). This project started with the announcement of Enhancing Undergraduate Research Experiences & Creative Activities (EURECA)’s Faculty and Student Team (FAST) project/grant announcements where undergraduate students work under one or more faculty supervisors for a summer project. This internal project provides summer stipend for the students and faculty and is very competitive due to many applications received by the committee to renew. Two students volunteered to be part of the project and filled out the application. The project was not among those applications were approved for the summer studies. However, office research and sponsored programs (ORSP) funded two students to work on the project. Both students were electronics and computer engineering technology (ECET) majors and then one computer science (CS) major student joined to team to help on the cyber-security part of the project. The project was supervised by an ECET and CS faculty who are experts in digital forensics and industrial automation & control fields. In Fall 2018, two of the students were already graduated and three new students were identified to take over the project for the future expansion of the project. During the experimental research, a mobile SCADA laboratory was developed, deployed, tested, and analyzed. The current state of the lab is fully functional and yet to be improved with new equipment. This lab is an indispensable resource for both undergraduate and graduate students for both research and coursework.

**CONCLUSION**

Industrial automation knowledge and skills in different levels are required in many engineering technology related positions and yet the workforce with this knowledge are hard to recruit. High schools and colleges need to provide industrial automation classes to transition students into their future jobs. Many surveys taken prove that there is a high need for industrial automation knowledge, and further surveys indicate that companies are having a hard time finding people skilled in technologies like PLC programming, automation, wireless technology, troubleshooting, etc.

If the new employees need to be trained, it’s often difficult to get the employees proficient in all the combination of skills they need. Technicians need to understand the how and why of systems operations and problems instead of just guessing different possible solutions and seeing if they will work (Hsieh, 2016).

This project was initially launched to promote a center for digital forensics studies. The center has been inactive for a long time due to lack of interest from the faculty and the students until two of the faculty decided to involve students and stimulate the center with research projects. Since last year, seven students worked in the center having major duties to promote and activate the center. At present, the center/lab can be used for teaching and research purposes and attract more students who would like to study industrial control, SCADA security systems, digital forensics etc. Student feedbacks are very positive in terms of learning and involving hands-on projects. One major common feedback is an improvement on reporting and writing capabilities of the students who involved in the report and manual preparation phases of the project. The development content and lab resources are being part of instrumentation and interfacing and automation and control systems courses, but the resources will be used in...
more course work needs for both engineering technology and computer science departments. More students are being interested and demonstrate desire to work in the SCADA lab/center and proposing new research ideas. This year, two of the students applied to EURECA's FAST project to get summer funds in order to work in the center.
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